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No Error Here!, May 29, 2000
By Thomas Le Gro (Los Angeles, California)
This review is from: Euro Error (Paperback)

Excellent, Excellent, Excellent - The author provides the reader with an
informative insight into why the EU is making a big mistake by adopting
the Euro.
The EU is clearly not an optimal single currency area yet political
correctness has ruled the day. Without a strong political union the Euro is
heading for failure and with a strong political union the EU is heading for
the inefficiencies most smart multinational companies have long since
abandoned.
The Euro could become a perfect example of a good thing (free trade)
taken too far by the feel good politics of the left trying to strong arm the
rest of the world away from the dollar.
This book is a must read for all interested in the Euro, but make sure
you're not in a rush as the translation from the French can leave you
scratching your head at times.
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Convincing demolition of the case for the euro, April 27, 2002
By William Podmore (London United Kingdom) This review is from: Euro Error (Paperback)
This critical study of the euro, written by a respected French economist,
should make sense to every trade union member. Throughout the eurozone,
growth is weak, unemployment high and rising, and investment stagnant. Yet
society needs full employment: without it, we cannot end all its by-products,
poverty, crime, corruption, bad health, illiteracy, lack of skills. When workers
are in work, they can prevent all these evils.
Rosa shows that unemployment is high because macro-economic policy, not
Brown’s micro, supply-side, fiddling, decides employment levels, and the
European Union has the wrong macro policy. Euro-fundamentalists, including
the Labour Government, cling to a fixed overvalued currency - pound or euro
- cutting real wages, revenues and growth, and raising unemployment. The
resulting excessive interest rates deflate the real economy of production and
inflate the casino economy of speculation.
In the 1930s, France clung to the Gold Standard and suffered hugely; Britain
floated the pound, and did better. In the 1990s, countries like Britain that left
the ERM grew faster and had lower inflation than France, which stayed in.
Capitalists argue that welfare spending and labour market inflexibility cause
permanent structural unemployment, so you can only increase growth by
raising unemployment enough to cut wages. Rosa demolishes this
Eurosclerosis argument. He shows that in 1989, the last year before the
Maastricht Treaty’s monetarism was imposed, the French economy grew by
4%, although welfare payments and the labour market stayed the same.
We need a policy for growth, of floating exchange rates and cutting shortterm interest rates down to zero. The OECD estimates that in France, for
instance, cutting exchange rates would add 2% growth, and cutting 2%
interest rates by 2% would add 0.5% growth, creating 320,000 jobs a year.
Rosa notes that the euro is Europe’s worst mistake since deflationary policy
turned the 1929 crisis into a decade of depression. He stresses that the
euro’s economic failings don’t bother the EU’s leaders, because they expressly
conceived it as an economic way to lock us into the single European state,
since they know they could never do it through winning our democratic
consent.

